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Executive Summary 
The enhanced sharing of water resources information, including seamless and transparent exchange of 
water resources data, is a core component of the Integrated Water Resources Science and Service 
(IWRSS) initiative between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). This report presents the functional 
requirements for System Interoperability and Data Synchronization bridging IWRSS partners’ decision 
support systems and operational platforms. 

Three workflows where NOAA, USACE, and USGS agency authorizations and functions intersect were 
deconstructed and used to develop this report. The deconstruction exercise facilitated the exploration 
and identification of a data-centric set of information exchange functions that served as the basis for the 
functional requirements. A team of subject matter experts, drafted from each of the three partner 
agencies, performed the workflow deconstruction and analysis of requirements. 

Requirements are identified for the 5 major components of IWRSS IDS. The components are: hydro-
meteorological information exchange, authoritative source and synchronization of stream-flow 
information, water management, flood inundation mapping, and integration and interoperability.  While 
the functional requirements point to specific information exchanges, the adherence to the performance 
requirements for integration and interoperability, such as the adoption of community standards for data 
formats protocols and metadata, allow the design solution for these requirements to meet the current 
and future system interoperability and data synchronization needs of the IWRSS partners.  While not all 
requirements for future systems, such as the National Water Modeling System mentioned in the charter, 
may be addressed in the current requirements, the requirements identified here form a strong 
foundation for the addition of any future capabilities. To successfully implement IWRSS Interoperability 
and Data Synchronization and adapt to evolving IWRSS capabilities, it is expected that incremental 
development cycles will take place in the coming years. 

As a design team is assembled for the development of System Interoperability and Data Synchronization 
capabilities, it is expected that this work will address gaps in the current exchange of information, which 
have lead to challenges in service delivery from the IWRSS consortium members during high impact 
events. Moreover, enhanced information exchange capabilities between the consortium members may 
be expanded to include additional agencies and partners and in doing so will serve as the foundation for 
comprehensive science and services that will help the nation address water resources challenges in the 
21st century.  
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1. Introduction  
The Integrated Water Resources Science and Service (IWRSS) initiative addresses the complex and 
distributed nature of water resources observation, forecast and management functions that are 
included in the mission areas of multiple Federal Agencies. The respective water related missions are 
outlined in the governing memorandum of understanding (MOU), titled Collaborative Science, Services 
and Tools to Support Integrated Adaptive Water Resources Management between the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers (USACE), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), and National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), signed May 11th, 2011. These respective missions are: 

● The USACE provides the Nation with engineering services that include water resources planning 
development and management activities to strengthen our Nation's security, energize the 
economy, and reduce risks from disasters. 

● The USGS provides the Nation with reliable, impartial information to describe and understand 
the Earth which is used to minimize loss of life and property from natural disaster, manage 
water, biological, energy and mineral resources; and contribute to wise economic and physical 
development.  

● The mission of NOAA is to understand and predict to Earth’s environment.  A critical component 
is the monitoring and analysis of water resources and the issuance of predictions and warnings 
for all hydro-climatic conditions from floods to droughts.  

These initial signatory agencies, or Parties to the aforementioned MOU, recognize that water resources 
are one of the most significant challenges facing societies and governments in the 21st century.  These 
challenges in conjunction with the distributed functions for critical components of overall water 
resources quantification, prediction and management require an innovative partnership between the 
Parties to develop and communicate new and innovative information sets to better meet their 
respective missions.  

Through the IWRSS governance structure, the consortium members will develop new business models 
or services to enhance current mission needs, or to address stakeholder requirements identified 
through gap analysis of the current water resources information program. As the initial concept for the 
IWRSS business model was developed, two key concepts were identified as the mechanism through 
which enhanced services would be delivered: system interoperability and data synchronization. System 
Interoperability consists of standardized mechanisms by which individual operational systems are better 
able to communicate and collaborate with one another at all intersection points within their respective 
processes. Data Synchronization is aided by System Interoperability enabling information coherency 
across all system processes among agencies. 

Establishing robust System Interoperability and reliable Data Synchronization is foundational to the 
interagency collaboration and is the basic requirement for enhanced science and services leveraging the 
assets of each agency’s information and expertise. The policies, techniques and systems that provide for 
increased efficiency and common understanding of critical data are referred to throughout this report as 
Interoperability and Data Synchronization or IDS.   

The Team deconstructed three use cases, referred to as workflows in order to explore the technical 
aspects of each agency’s mission spanning three event horizons. These workflows served to identify the 
information exchanges between the agencies and serve to define initial IDS requirements while also 
providing requirements that will apply to future information exchanges as IWRSS evolves. The list of 
requirements generated during the examination phase were then refined and organized to ensure all of 
the key functional and non-functional requirements were identified for IWRSS IDS. 
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2. Project Drivers 

The team began their work by identifying the purpose, stakeholders, and potential users of solutions for 
system interoperability and data synchronization between the IWRSS consortium entities and practices.  
Collectively, these are the drivers for the requirements phase of IDS. 

2.1. Purpose of the Project  

The need to develop Interoperability and Data Synchronization (IDS) capabilities is motivated by the 
underlying IWRSS requirements for standardization and streamlined access to water resources 
information.  Throughout the scoping process the team identified a number of current practices where 
lack of standardization in data formats and protocols hinder consistent applications.  The purpose of this 
phase of IDS development was to specify requirements that attempt to address System Interoperability 
and Data Synchronization deficiencies, which will subsequently improve water resources modeling, 
forecasting, and decision support across agencies. 
Many of the requirements for IDS were identified through review of NWS Service Assessments and 
USACE After-Actions reports.  Primarily, the lack of interagency consistency in exchanging water 
resources information as well as the reliance on manual information-transfer mechanisms (e.g. 
telephone call, email, or via instant-messaging functions) routinely appears in these reports as a 
deficiency or point of failure in the agencies’ current coordination paradigm.  As identified in the 
overarching IWRSS Memorandum of Understanding, the growing complexities in water resources 
prediction and management due to pressures from an increasing population, a changing climate, and 
increasing extremes necessitates tighter interagency collaboration and more efficient communication.  
Atmospheric, hydrologic, and related scientific domain information and interchange standards have 
reached a level of maturity that allows direct structural and, increasingly, systematic interoperability. An 
individual decision support system’s data provision and consumption can be generalized based on these 
standards, allowing for flexible cross-agency integration, and potentially allowing for new and improved 
usage of data and information. This outcome has become possible through recent standards 
development and is a major motivating factor for the IWRSS initiative. Moreover, Federal and non-
federal water resources data-use sophistication and data-access requirements demand implementation 
of these modern, community-standard, data-provision technologies.  Finally, the establishment of sound 
IDS practices between the partner agencies will facilitate the expansion of current water resources data 
acquisition, evaluation, and ultimately management.  

2.2. Project Stakeholders 
At a high level, the IWRSS consortium agencies and their stakeholders will benefit from the 
implementation of systems that leverage IDS. This includes the leadership within the IWRSS consortium 
agencies, existing interagency teams such as the Mississippi Fusion Team and Regional Silver Jackets 
panels.  External partners and stakeholders of the science and observations missions from the USGS, 
forecasting from the NOAA, and water resources operations and management from the USACE include 
public and private entities from the following sectors: 

● Hydropower 
● Emergency Management 
● Reservoir Management 
● Flood Risk Management 
● Watershed Management 
● Agriculture 
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● Fish and Wildlife 
● River Commerce 
● Municipal and Industrial Water Supply 
● Recreation 
● Water Quality  

2.3. Users of Interoperability and Data Synchronization (IDS)  
The users of IDS capabilities will largely be the IWRSS consortium members, their respective mission 
areas and constituent offices.  In recognition that full IDS capabilities will be implemented over a longer 
period of time, the set of requirements identified in Section 5 focuses on the more immediate need to 
exchange information efficiently between existing entities in support of current interagency missions.  

● Within the USGS, these entities include the State Water Science Centers, the Office of Water 
Information, the Office of Surface Water, and the Earth Resources Observation and Science 
Center (EROS) each of which interacts with data, system or policy that support the water and 
hazards mission areas.  

● Within the USACE, these entities include the Major Subordinate Commands (Division Offices) 
and their Subordinate Commands (District Offices), as well as supporting laboratories and 
engineering centers.   

● Within NOAA National Weather Service (NWS), these entities include the Weather Forecast 
Offices (WFOs), the River Forecast Centers (RFCs), the Office of Hydrologic Development (OHD), 
and National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Within NOAA, the National Ocean 
Services (NOS) operates gages in the tidal-estuary zone, and the National Environmental 
Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS) Wallops Command and Data Acquisition Station 
(WCDAS) is central to the collection and processing of data collected by the Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) platforms.  

The diverse and distributed nature of these IWRSS consortium constituents necessitates underlying IDS 
requirements such as the adoption of community accepted standards in data formats, transmission 
protocols, and metadata. Additionally, technologies that can provide efficient, secure, controlled 
intersystem communication of information must be adopted or cooperatively developed. Finally, the 
IWRSS concept of a Single Data Portal/Federal Toolbox opens up data and information that are handled 
by these processes for access by external stakeholders. 

3. Methodology  
The Team identified workflows integral to service delivery that require participation by the other IWRSS 
consortium members as well as external partners.  This step was the mechanism by which requirements 
for IWRSS system interoperability and data synchronization could be carefully identified with sufficient 
level of detail to address current and future levels of service. These workflows, described in section 4.3, 
are the common operating picture for water resources, water resources forecasting, and a national 
water census. During the course of investigating these workflows, the team identified project 
constraints, a set of naming conventions and definitions, and a set of relevant facts and assumptions 
that facilitated the documentation of functional requirements.  
The team adopted a data-centric approach to requirements definition that targets the interaction 
between systems and agencies by focusing on the specific information exchanges. It is expected that, 
through this approach, generalized interoperability and data synchronization techniques and systems 
can be adopted for current data sets as well as the types of data that will be developed as the IWRSS 
consortium develops advanced science and services.  
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3.1. Project Constraints 
Scoping and functional requirements definition and any design proposal for IDS are constrained by the 
following conditions.  These constraints apply to design and implementation phases of IDS and include: 

● Must comply with the agencies authorizations identified in their respective organic acts and 
other relevant sections of the U.S. Code. 

● Must comply with agency operational guidelines, policy, and best practices. 
● In some cases, must comply with the proprietary or embargoed nature of particular data sets 

(e.g., projected water release schedule that is associated with the production and sale of 
hydroelectric power, or hydro-climatic conditions affecting drought that is associated with 
commodities trading). 

● Must comply with Agency IT security policy and procedures. 
● Must be consistent with agency CIO mandates, strategy and policy. 

In addition, the ability of the team to develop functional requirements for anticipated next-generation 
water resources modeling capabilities to be developed by the IWRSS consortium was constrained by the 
delay in establishing scoping teams dedicated to that activity.  Therefore the team focused on 
establishing requirements for robust interoperable and synchronized systems capable of supporting 
current operational decision support systems at USGS Water Science Centers, USACE District and 
Division offices, and NOAA/NWS River Forecast Centers, and the agencies respective headquarters and 
support units.  While not all requirements for future systems, such as the National Water Modeling 
System mentioned in the charter, may be addressed in the current requirements, the current 
requirements form a sound foundation for the addition of any future requirements. It is expected that 
incremental development cycles for IDS will take place in the coming years. 

3.2. Naming Conventions and Definition 
The following terms appear in this report and requirement definitions: 

Data Synchronization: information coherency across all system processes and is aided by System 
Interoperability among agencies. 

Data User:  IWRSS consortium member or partner who relies on data provided by the systems or 
platforms of another agency. 

Decision Support System (DSS): operational systems and platforms that are used in the routine 
issuance of mission critical information for the agency this include the USACE Corps 
Water Management System (CWMS) and the NWS Community Hydrologic Prediction 
System (CHPS). 

Operations (NOAA/NWS): the continuous execution of meteorological and hydrologic models 
that provide guidance and are used in official forecast products. 

Operations (USACE): the manipulation of control devices such as gates, pumps, and turbines to 
maximize the physical and economic benefits provided by water management 
infrastructure. 

Provenance chain:  An audit trail of relationships between observed environmental conditions, 
forecasts, and eventual actions. 

Seamless and Transparent: This means that each of the constituent DSS’s (and the users 
thereof) need to be able to access any required information more easily and efficiently 
than they do today. 
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System Interoperability: standardized mechanisms by which individual operational systems are 
better able to communicate and collaborate with one another at all intersection points 
within their respective processes 

Use Case:  mission related application of interoperability and data synchronization practices, 
and example pertinent to the scoping includes Flood Inundation Mapping (FIM). 

Workflow: a series of model components, data streams, pre- and post-processing tools and a 
data management engine. 

3.3. Relevant Facts and Assumptions 
The following are relevant facts and assumptions that the team embraced during the scoping phases.  
These serve both as a frame of reference for the requirements defined in section 4 and as a set of 
guiding principles for follow-on teams that design and develop solutions to meet the functional 
requirements. Many of these concepts are expressed in order to convey to the future design teams 
central ideas that will allow solutions for IDS to extend beyond the current IWRSS consortium members.  
In effect, they are both high-level design requirements as well as relevant facts based on the team’s 
collective experience in the design and implementation of decision support systems. Some, though not 
all, are applicable to the design phases.  For example, the design team is expected to specify format, 
protocol and convention standards. The assumptions made during the scoping and requirements phase 
include: 

● Solutions should be consistent with identified best practices across the international 
atmospheric and hydrologic communities. 

● Requirements cannot be format, model, or application specific. 
● Requirements are not to be limited to existing current practices of workflows within the tri-

agencies (Parties), nor the missions of the Parties themselves. 
● Solutions for requirements must extend to other IWRSS consortium members who could have a 

role in one or more of the workflows. 
● A multi-disciplinary, multi-agency team must incorporate standard project management 

practices in the solution design and implementation processes. 
● Solution will be developed in an incremental fashion to balance financial realities with the desire 

to build towards a comprehensive and adaptive capability, which can be sustained and 
improved as information technology and water resources science advances. 

● Requirements developed in this effort assume an iterative approach to requirements definition 
exists for IWRSS IDS capabilities pertaining to future applications (e.g. the national water 
modeling system). 

● Requirements for addressing the nuances of water quality data were not considered.  This was 
due to the limited nature of experience with water quality data in the NWS and USACE.  
However, overarching requirements specific in section 4.3.5 would apply to the synchronization 
of a water quality data set and other emerging service areas 

● Not all agency DSS’s are at same level of maturity and will be able to leverage IDS to varying 
degrees, therefore direct system-to-system requirements are only defined in terms of data or 
information exchange. 

● Agencies recognize that not all requirements will be addressed immediately.  Follow-on work 
needs to accommodate incremental requirements specification and refinement.  

● The team did not scope Operations and Maintenance (O&M) for IDS requirements under the 
assumptions that these constraints are heavily dependent on the design. 

4. Scope of Work, IDS Platforms, and Functional Requirements 
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As identified in the Section 3, the team deconstructed three representative workflows to explore the 
scope of IDS requirements. These are discussed in section 4.1. The existing systems or platforms across 
which the IDS solution must integrate are identified in section 4.2.  Finally, the specific data-centric 
functional requirements are defined in section 4.3.  Note that a fourth area of intersection, in this case 
the FIM use-case, was scoped by the Flood Inundation Mapping Team who developed a series of 
requirements that not only address the required data synchronization aspect of Flood Inundation 
Mapping, but also address a myriad of requirements that facilitate FIM as a unified service originating 
within IWRSS. The data specific requirements from the FIM team are included in this document to 
provide a complete set of data related requirements to the IDS design team.   

Section 4.3.5 details integration and interoperability requirements that transcend each of the individual 
collections of data-centric requirements. These performance requirements are aimed at facilitating 
interoperable solutions, and apply broadly to all types information exchanged between the partners. 
While many of the requirements in sections 4.3.1 – 4.3.4 focus on specific datasets; it is this section in 
particular defines requirements that will provide for design and development of an IDS solution that is 
extensible to future services. 

4.1. Scope of the IDS Requirements  
In order to establish functional requirements for the IWRSS IDS, the tri-agency team examined three 
workflows that require interaction and exchange of information between IWRSS consortium members. 
Note that while these workflows contain a number of lower level use-cases, due to the number of 
potential cases influenced by IDS specific descriptions for each use-case were not defined. Moreover, 
while IDS will be established between a number of operational systems, it is not a entity onto itself, and 
therefore difficult to provide a standalone use-case. The three workflows examined by the scoping team 
span a set of event horizons that range from the past 30 years of hydroclimatic conditions to a near real-
time snap-shot for water resources, and extend out with forecasted water resources conditions from 
hours and days to months and, in some cases, a year or more.  

4.1.1. Long Term Water Resources Analyses and the National Water Census 
The scope of the data requirements needed to calibrate the hydrologic and hydraulic models employed 
by both USACE and NOAA/NWS DSS that are leveraged within the common operating picture for water 
resources and water resources forecasting workflows, is very similar to the data requirements 
envisioned for the National Water Census workflow. These models operated within the respective DSS, 
require long-term quality controlled data for calibration. Currently, these calibrations rely on individually 
developed forcing data and period or record that varies within the NWS and USACE DSS 
implementations 
The USGS National Water Census research initiative is expected to provide best available nationally 
consistent water budget data and tools to allow national consistency and comparability of hydrologic 
analysis. It will rely on a national hydrologic geofabric to cross scales and provide common reference 
framework to estimate and report nationally consistent water budgets and related information at a 
projected spatial resolution of HUC-12 and a monthly temporal resolution. Initially, the complete water 
budget reporting will be at a lower fidelity (HUC-8 and annual scales). The initial simplified water budget 
will include near surface atmospheric variables, surface and groundwater conditions, and anthropogenic 
water withdrawals, uses, and returns.    

4.1.2. Common Operating Picture for Water Resources (COPWR) 
Regardless of physical location, a COPWR provides consistent information to managers and operators 
responsible for water resources quantification, prediction, and management.  The ability of IWRSS IDS to 
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create a COPWR provides the best possible scientific-based information to influence large-scale 
initiatives, such as those current and planned within the Integrated Water Resources Management 
portfolio. COPWR is manifested through the transfer and uniform application of essential datasets that 
include: observations, estimates, forecasts, and the supporting metadata; as well as value-added 
products such as visualizations and maps.  In addition to sharing observations and predictions, a COPWR 
also includes collaborative multi-directional sharing of assumptions, professional judgment, and 
important process or system event information.  Recording the connections between observed 
environmental conditions, forecasts, and action is the provenance chain. Critical data within the COPWR 
includes: 

● Hydro/met forcings 
● Consistent streamflow observational data (stream stage decoding, rating table) 
● Water Management infrastructure status and conditions 
● Consistent information about data provenance and standards conformity 
● Reliable real-time notification of process and data events  
● Consistent list of good/bad in-situ observation gages 

A robust COPWR allows agencies whose mission is to predict water-resources conditions the best 
available input data.  It also provides the best-available, objective information to agencies that are 
responsible for management of critical infrastructures that influence near-term water resources to make 
large-scale operational decisions.  

4.1.3. Water Resources Forecasting and Management 
The water resources forecasting workflow expands the data sets and system interactions used within 
the COPWR.   A critical interaction is the integration of water control system operational changes in the 
NWS CHPS modeling system, facilitated by improved information exchange with the USACE CWMS 
modeling system. Note, for this workflow, the team recognizes the need to be unconstrained by current 
policy and water control manuals, but rather will focus on identifying the requirements necessary to 
accurately simulate all future components of the runoff process, from headwater to the terminus of the 
watershed including the influence of large-scale water management.  This portion of the water 
resources forecasting workflow includes: 

● Integrating natural runoff prediction with (projected or potential) water management 
operations necessary to respond to weather and climate conditions.  

● Awareness of uncertainty in natural runoff predictions 
● Operations of water control structures 
● Provide the metadata associated with forecasts, including the meteorological forcings, reservoir 

operations or specific streamflow forecasts provided by the NWS or USACE hydrologic models. 
To elucidate the information flow between federal, state and other entities, this current process and 
data exchanges included within the NWC RFC process was diagramed.  This figure is presented in 
Appendix C and compliments the Data Matrix, Table 3 in Appendix A. 

4.2. IDS Connections to Operational Platforms 
The design solutions for the functional requirements identified in section 4.3 will be implemented across 
existing IWRSS consortium member’s operational platforms.  To facilitate the design phase, the team 
identified the following systems.  Note that the sets of defined requirements focus on addressing the 
highest priority or more integral data synchronization and system interoperability challenges identified 
within the workflows.  As such, systems immediately adjacent to the workflow information sets are 
identified below: 

● USGS 
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○ Local Readout Ground Station (LRGC) (within DOMSAT to NWIS) decoding stage 
correction 

○ NWIS - stage and discharge (includes RatingDepot and WaterWatch, WaterAlert, and 
WaterNow access points.) 

○ CIDA Systems & Services 
○ National Water Census Platform: an index and common set of tools allowing access to 

and integration of the various data and information products from the USGS and its 
partner agencies.  

● NOAA 
○ DOMSAT to HADS decoding 
○ NCEP Operational Systems and NOHRSC Operational Systems 
○ RFC Operational Systems 
○ WFO Operational System 
○ Forcing-Generation packages including GFE, MPE and National Platforms such as Multi-

Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) 
○ Community Hydrologic Prediction System (CHPS):  CHPS is an NWS extension of Deltares 

Flood Early Warning System (FEWS).  Interfacing with external data or models requires 
the development of a PI-XML adapter. 

○ Regional LDM servers used to acquire external data (e.g. data from USACE or Bureau of 
Reclamation)  

● USACE 
○ Local Corps Water Management System (CWMS)  
○ GOES Downlink (DRGS) 
○ DOMSAT to CWMS decoding 
○ LDM servers 
○ CWMS database (CWMS models and results) 
○ Local and National data portals / web services 
○ Columbia Water Control Data Repository1 

4.3. IDS Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements for the IWRSS IDS are grouped into four distinct categories common to the 
identified workflows that were used to explore the data and system interactions within and between 
each agency. These requirements categories are for hydro-meteorological forcings and model data, 
streamflow observations and information, water management data, and information associated with 
flood inundation mapping (FIM) services.  Additionally, a fifth set of requirements that will facilitate data 
integration and interoperability is comprised of requirements that are common to the data specific 
categories.  
Each requirement is defined by a description stating what the design solution must accomplish as well as 
a rationale for why this is a requirement for IDS.  Also included are high-level estimates of the solution 
risk, or the relative complexity that the requirement poses to the agencies, and an estimate of priority 
within IDS development.  The solution risk and priority estimates were subjectively assigned by the team 
based on members expertise in individual systems as well as the necessity of the requirement to meet 
the goals for IDS, i.e. enhanced communication of essential data and system event information between 
IWRSS consortium members. The Requirements are summarized in Appendix B. 

                                                        
1 http://www.nwd.usace.army.mil/Missions/WaterManagement/ColumbiaRiverBasin/WaterControlData.aspx 
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4.3.1. Hydro-Meteorological Forcing Data 
This set of requirements ensures a common set of atmospheric and hydro-meteorological forcings are 
incorporated in the operations and workflows of the partner agencies. This includes not only the data, 
but also access to the constituent data components (gage, remote sensed data, and NWP) of gridded 
forcings. 

R1.1.Description: Data from station observations (including temperature, dew-point, 
precipitation, wind speed and direction, snow depth, and radiative fluxes) used independently 
or to establish essential gridded meteorological forcings data characterized is available to IWRSS 
stakeholders. 
R1.1.Rationale:  Provision of constituent station observed data facilitates the data user’s ability 
to reconstruct the analyses, evaluate the analyses, or apply in other DSS platform applications. 
Existing NOAA data streams can be exploited to provide this to IWRSS partners.  
R1.1.Solution-Risk: Low.  
R1.1.Priority: Moderate 
 
R1.2.Description: Constituent estimated data (radar, and satellite estimates) used to establish 
essential gridded meteorological forcings data characterized is available to IWRSS stakeholders 
upon development at NOAA National or Regional Centers. 
R1.2.Rationale:  Provision of constituent data facilitates the data user’s ability to reconstruct the 
analyses, evaluate the analyses, or apply in other DSS platform applications. 
R1.2.Solution-Risk: Moderate. Currently this data is not included in the final gridded (and in the 
case of precipitation multisensory) forcings data sets, but base fields are available. 
R1.2.Priority: Moderate 
 
R1.3.Description:  The agencies define a methodology and initial version of a long-term analysis 
of record for hydro-meteorological forcing data.  
R1.3.Rationale:  A mutually agreed upon analysis of record ensures consistency between the 
hydrologic and hydraulic models within the agencies DSS and long-term characterization of 
water resources through the National Water Census 
R1.3.Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R1.3.Priority:  High 

 
R1.4.Description: Essential gridded forcing data developed in real-time by NOAA National or 
Regional Centers  (RFCs) (e.g. QPE, QTE QPF, QTF) are seamlessly and transparently made 
available to IWRSS stakeholders upon completion.  
R1.4.Rationale: Failure to provide these data prohibits interagency understanding of full 
forecast drivers. This data is the basis for hydrologic forecasts and was identified as central to 
the common operating picture providing confidence in hydrologic predictions. It is also integral 
to the water census or work. 
R1.4.Solution-Risk: Low 
R1.4.Priority: High 

 
R1.5.Description: Through interaction with the NCEP Weather Prediction Centers (WPC and 
EMC) IWRSS partner agencies are provided with high-resolution numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) model guidance. This includes the Rapid Refresh (RAP) and High Resolution Rapid Refresh 
(HRRR), and well as other NWP outputs.    
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R1.5.Rationale: The guidance values are of use in district qualitative evaluation, and provide 
guidance beyond the objective information included in the RFC QPF products.  
R1.5.Solution-Risk: Low 
R1.5.Priority: Moderate -- RFC QPF will be synchronized for operational model applications  
Model States 

Specific functional requirements ensure that designers create the capacity in an IDS system(s) to 
communicate the carry-over states of hydrologic and hydraulic models employed during 
operations and forecast, both in a water management and hydrologic prediction event horizon. 
To the extent that this information needs to be made “interoperable” these requirements will 
likely have a very low priority.  However, it could be useful in helping the USACE CWMS models 
that are not continuous, i.e. event driven, with initialization. 

● NWS hydrologic/hydraulic model states 
● USACE hydraulic model states and infrastructure model states 
● Parameterization for Hydrologic models 
● Parameterization for Hydraulic Models  

R1.6.Description: Where available, NWS provides normalized carry-over states from hydrologic 
models (including variable mapping between conceptual and physically based hydrologic 
models) to IWRSS partners for initialization of hydrologic models within partner’s decision 
support systems.   
R1.6.Rationale: NWS operational models are executed continuously and provide conceptual 
approximations of surface conditions.  Some USACE hydrologic models are event driven and 
require initialization prior to execution.  Leveraging normalized (i.e. non-parameter specific) 
state data would facilitate USACE execution and ensure synchronicity in initial conditions. 
R1.6.Solution-Risk: High.  NWS Model state variables are not currently mapped to model 
parameters in IWRSS partners systems (e.g. NWS Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting sacSMA 
within CHPS to Green-Ampt model within CWMS)  
R1.6.Priority: Low 
 
R1.7.Description: IWRSS partners, in particular the USACE, whose decision support systems 
include complex water management structure hydraulic models, provide model state 
information to IWRSS partner 
R1.7.Rationale: The hydraulic models operated by the USACE are generally more detailed than 
those used in the NWS.  Available model state information, in addition to observed 
infrastructure conditions detailed in section 4.3.3 would ensure synchronicity across agencies 
DSS. 
R1.7.Solution-Risk: High.   
R1.7.Priority: Moderate 
 
R1.8.Description: IWRSS partners who develop streamflow forecasts for discretized points, 
make these deterministic or probabilistic time-series available to IWRSS partners DSS.  
R1.8.Rationale: Streamflow forecasts provided developed by NWS, USACE or USGS, must be 
made available for comparison to support the COPWR as well as for long-term verification and 
evaluation 
R1.8.Solution-Risk: Low   
R1.8.Priority: High 
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4.3.2. Stream Flow Observational Data and Ratings 

This set of requirements facilitates the common operating picture for water resources whereby each 
agency has a common understanding of stream flow estimates and related metadata.  A common 
understanding of stream flow is essential for each agency’s mission, which includes the collection and 
archiving of the data as well as operational management and forecasting. Streamflow is the outcome of 
a workflow that is normally based on a rating curve applied to observed river stage.  IDS must include 
not only the primary authoritative source of the quality assured data (e.g. NWIS) but also all 
components of this workflow including raw stage data, corrected stage data, stage/discharge 
relationships (expanded shift-adjusted rating table, table extension formulas), and masking of suspect 
data.   

Streamflow data are integral to water resources information.  IDS may requires a large scale change in 
current practices to ensure that these data are consistently applied within partner agency workflows, or 
if users identify discrepancies that prohibit the application (such as upstream-downstream water 
balance within the DSS), the partner agency must adopt a bets-practice to notify the USGS of the issue. 
Moreover, to the extent that provision and non-provisional streamflow data is available from the USGS 
via NWIS, this system will be primary source of streamflow observations and associated 
metadata/flagging messages.  
The need to develop these requirements stems from the multiple pathways through which raw stream-
stage observational data is collected, transmitted, and ultimately converted to stream flow data by the 
various agencies for their specific purposes.  For example, the collection of stream observations from 
the Data Collection Platform (DCP) on USGS Stream Gages takes multiple pathways over satellite and 
terrestrial based communication systems.  Supporting data such as datum and/or initial offset 
corrections to raw stage, expanded shift-adjusted rating tables, and erroneous-data-period information 
(ice affected channel, equipment malfunctions, etc.) data are disseminated via other methods.  The 
current system diagram illustrates this in appendix B, Figure 2. This diagram was developed as a 
mechanism to identify pathways of information and ultimately is the basis for many streamflow 
requirements defined to ensure synchronicity in streamflow data across the agencies in both 
observational (past) and forecast (future) event horizons.   

In addition to providing quality assured stream flow information from the most authoritative source (e.g. 
NWIS), agency missions require that the supporting data sets also be available in a timely, consistent, 
and interoperable manner to ensure consistency and data synchronization for essential stream stage 
and streamflow information.  To ensure synchronicity, the assumption is that this data will be applied to 
the receiving agency’s DSS, or the agency will notify the data provider.  

R2.1.Description: The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make best-estimate stream 
stage and flow data available to end-users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner.  
R2.1.Rationale:  While varying agency missions require independent processing of stream stage 
and flow information to meet unique needs, the non-provisional dataset from the gage owner 
operator is the authoritative official data set available for use as needed. 
R2.1.Solution-Risk: Provider=Low -- Presently available from NWIS.   
R2.1.Priority: High 
 
R2.2.Description: The IWRSS partners, for purposes of public dissemination will acquire 
observed streamflow data and associated metadata/flags/maskings messages from NWIS and 
apply these in their respective dissemination programs.  
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R2.2.Rationale:  While varying agency missions use independent processing of stream stage and 
flow information to meet unique needs, the non-provisional dataset from the gage owner 
operator is the authoritative official data set available for use as needed. 
R2.2.Solution-Risk: Provider=Low -- Presently available from NWIS. USACE/NWS=High -- Large 
cultural change, and technical change in workflow, necessary to meet this requirement.   
R2.2.Priority: High 
 
R2.3.Description: The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make datum and/or initial offset 
corrections to raw stage observations available to end-users of stream-stage observations in a 
timely manner.  
R2.3.Rationale:  Datum and/or initial offset corrections to raw stage observations are not 
transmitted with the raw data and thereby must be obtained independently by the data user 
and applied to the raw stage observations before further interpretation.  The corrected stage 
data is critical to synchronization of stream-stage discharge relationships within each agency’s 
decision support systems.  
R2.3.Solution-Risk: Provider=Moderate -- Presently available from NWIS rating depot.  End 
user=Moderate 
R2.3.Priority: High 

 
R2.4.Description: The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make expanded shift-adjusted 
rating tables available to end-users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner.  
R2.4.Rationale:  Expanded shift-adjusted rating tables are not transmitted with the raw data 
and therefore must be obtained independently by the users of the data. The application of the 
correct, current, expanded, shift-adjusted rating table by the user, consistent with the 
application dates specified by the gage owner/operator, is essential in the conversion of 
corrected stream stage to discharge and from modeled discharge to a relevant stream stage 
above datum, and ensures synchronization of critical data. 
R2.4.Solution-Risk: Provider -Low -- Presently available from NWIS rating depot.   
R2.4.Priority: High 
 
R2.5.Description:  The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make base rating tables plus 
any logarithmic interpolation offsets, stage shifts, and data rounding specifications available to 
end-users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner.  
R2.5.Rationale:  Expanded shift-adjusted rating tables are at times not appropriate for a specific 
task due to their large number of ordinates, pre-rounded discharges and/or inability to correctly 
rate discharges between shift dates.  Having the base data available to generate non-rounded 
discharges for any date and time and to compare the rounded values with published values is 
essential.  
R2.5.Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R2.5.Priority:  High 
 
R2.6.Description: The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make metadata pertaining to 
the onsite streamflow measurements used to develop the base rating tables (measured 
stage/discharge control points) available to the end users of stream-stage observations in a 
timely manner.   
R2.6.Rationale:  Metadata pertaining to the onsite streamflow measurements comprising the 
base rating tables are not transmitted with the raw data and thereby must be obtained 
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independently by the data user.  Metadata including but not limited to measurement date-time, 
general flow conditions (rising/falling limb, etc.), and estimated accuracy by onsite technician is 
essential for evaluating the inherent uncertainty of control points used to constrain various 
parts of the expanded shift-adjusted rating before application to the data on the user’s system.   
R2.6.Solution-Risk: Provider=High.  User-High 
R2.6.Priority: High 

 
R2.7.Description: The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make multivariable rating tables 
available to the end-users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner.  
R2.7.Rationale:  Multivariable rating tables are not transmitted with the raw data and thereby 
must be obtained independently by the data user.  In order to leverage the raw observations 
from gaging stations employing acoustic Doppler current profilers or other multivariate-rating 
techniques (such as rate-of-change-of-stage or slope), multivariate tables must be made 
available from the owner operating agency, and applied by the end-user us a concept of 
operations similar to the communication and application of expanded shift-adjusted rating 
tables.  
R2.7.Solution-Risk: Moderate 
R2.7.Priority: Moderate 
 
R2.8.Description: IWRSS constituents must develop an interagency approach to the extension of 
expanded-shift adjusted rating tables above or below current stage intervals.  This policy and 
practice is not prescribed as simple arithmetic extensions and may include coordination of 
additional gaging measurements based on forecasted water levels, or new or existing hydraulic 
models.  
R2.8.Rationale:  Current ratings often do not extend above record floods stages.  This poses 
significant challenges during the application of ratings during large-scale flood events or 
significant drought. These requirements may require additional scoping involving expertise from 
the USGS that was not available for this broader requirements gathering phase.  Due to the 
modeling constraints (i.e. simulations calculated in volumetric flow) the workflows for both the 
common operating picture for water resources and water resources forecasting and 
management include this requirement as an unmet need. 
R2.8.Solution-Risk: High 
R2.8.Priority: High 

 
R2.9.Description:  The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make erroneous data-period 
information available to end-users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner.    
R2.9.Rationale:   Erroneous-data-period information is not transmitted with the raw data and 
thereby must be obtained independently by the data user. Erroneous-data-period information 
identifying conditions such as the presence of river ice affecting channel geometry and thereby 
invalidating the use of a rating table is presently not routinely or automatically communicated to 
partner agencies. To fully synchronize streamflow information that is not acquired from an 
authoritative source, these erroneous-data-periods must be made available and applied within 
the data user’s decision support system or display. 
R2.9.Solution-Risk: Provider=Moderate (currently, not available within NWIS, but the 
information is available in centralized USGS databases.)  
R2.9.Priority: High 
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R2.10.Description: The data provider (gage owner/operator) will seamlessly and automatically 
make the status of the primary versus secondary sensor for height, river stage (HG) value used 
on the Data Collection platform (DCP) available to the end-user so that this information can be 
incorporated into their decision support system.   
R2.10.Rationale:  Many USGS streamflow gages employ multiple stage measuring technologies.  
Under certain flow regimes, and alternative height sensor may be used instead of the primary 
sensor.  In order to ensure accurate decoding of the raw stream stage observation this change 
and the associated change in metadata must be communicated to the intermediate user (e.g. 
HADS) or the end-user.  
R2.10.Solution-Risk: Moderate (currently communicated manual via NWSChat or telephone.) 
R2.10.Priority: High 
 
R2.11.Description: The IWRSS consortium end-user can submit formal electronic notification of 
suspicious gage observation, status, or rating to the gage owner or operator triggering system 
action by the USGS NWIS, or Water Science center.    
R2.11.Rationale:  Data users, such as NWS River Forecast Centers or USACE District offices 
routinely monitor USGS stream observations from a watershed perspective of multiple gages, 
including upstream and downstream water balance issues, and may observe discontinuities in 
data prior to USGS review.  A nationally seamless means is needed to systematically notify and 
track communications with the USGS gage maintainer of these discontinuities and thereby 
ensure two-way communication of quality control issues which may expedite the reconciliation 
of any equipment or rating problems.  This requirement cannot be met with current manual 
notification processes or procedures and requires a system-to-system design solution.  
R2.11.Solution-Risk: USGS=Moderate, End user=Moderate 
R2.11.Priority: High 
 
R2.12.Description: Gage telemetry decoding specifications are published by the owner/operator 
and made available to partner agencies for application in their decision support systems   
R2.12.Rationale:  Providing the decoding specifications to the partner agencies ensure data 
synchronization for streamflow information that is communicate through independent 
processes e.g. HADS. 
R2.12.Solution-Risk: Low 
R2.12.Priority: High 
 
R2.13.Description: Gage metadata including location, equipment specification, and DCP ID 
consistent with data description detailed in table X will be made available by the data provider 
(gage owner operator) to the end users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner.  
R2.13.Rationale:  Routinely publishing, updating, and communicating the locational metadata 
associated with the raw stream stage observations ensure that the end-user correctly decode 
and geospatially rectify the observation.  
R2.13.Solution-Risk: Data provider=Moderate, End user=Low 
R2.13.Priority: High 
 
R2.14.Description: Flood stage (elevation), flood impacts (i.e. geo-referenced locations of threat 
to life and property), and supporting metadata for locations where flood categories exist are 
seamlessly and transparently provided by the NWS to the partners in a timely manner. 
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R2.14.Rationale:  As the authoritative source for this information, the NWS routinely publishes, 
updates and communicates the flood stage (elevation) and supporting metadata for locations 
where flood categories exist. These data are helpful to provide context to end-users. 
R2.14.Solution-Risk: Low 
R2.14.Priority: Moderate 

4.3.3. Water Resources Management  

This set of requirements addresses the exchange of critical water management data and information 
that must be accounted for in the common operating picture for water resources, water resources 
forecasting, and retrospectively as part of model calibration and for activities like a national water 
census.  In the common operating picture for water resources, timely seamless interagency 
communication of water control structure status is integral to accurate and consistent understanding of 
downstream riverine conditions. Note that the specific format, protocol and transmission mechanisms 
of this transfer are deferred to the design phases.  In water resources forecasting, the integration of 
projected unregulated runoff within the controlled system can lead to better management of water 
resources both to provide adequate supply for different uses, and to minimize the risk of flooding.  
Through the implementation of the Corps Water Management System (CWMS), the USACE has 
identified common water management data that is or will be available from all USACE water control 
facilities.  This data is summarized in Appendix A, Tables 1 and 2.  

R3.1.Description:  The USACE seamlessly and transparently makes available the static reservoir 
design characteristic data as described in Table 1 to the partnering agencies for incorporation in 
their DSS. 
R3.1.Rationale:  Reservoir parameters, design characteristic and downstream operational 
constraints are critical to the development and operation of reservoir models that are necessary 
for other IWRSS partners’ missions.  Sharing this information ensures consistency within 
application supporting a national water census, common operating picture for water resources, 
and water resources forecasting. 
R3.1.Solution-Risk: Moderate 
R3.1.Priority: High 
 
R3.2.Description: The USACE seamlessly and transparently makes available essential reservoir 
content data described in Table 2 to IWRSS data-users and partners for use in their DSS.  
R3.2.Rationale:  Current reservoir content status data is observed and calculated inflow, 
contents and outflow for water control structures.  These anthropogenic impacts on the riverine 
systems are essential information for the common operating picture of water resources and 
must be accounted for in the water resources forecasting workflows.  
R3.2.Solution-Risk: Low 
R3.2.Priority: High 
 
R3.3.Description: The USACE seamlessly and transparently makes available current reservoir 
water releases data described in Table 3.3.  Steady State releases are communicated daily. 
Scheduled or ad hoc changes in release are seamlessly communicated with very-low latency (i.e. 
near real time) notification. 
R3.3.Rationale:  Current reservoir release data (power, spillway and/or gate opening) is 
observed and calculated inflow, contents and outflow for water control structures.  These 
anthropogenic impacts on the riverine systems are essential information for the common 
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operating picture of water resources and must be accounted for in the water resources 
forecasting workflow and ingested in to the partner’s DSS. 
R3.3.Solution-Risk: Moderate -- Some data may be embargoed. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
between USACE, Department of Energy (DOE) or other entities may need to be extended to 
IWRSS partners 
R3.3.Priority: High 
 
R3.4.Description:  The USACE makes available the data, per Table 1 that describes the 
conditions under which current and future reservoir release have been scheduled.  
R3.4.Rationale:  This data allows for the objective coordination of water resource forecasting by 
articulating the conditions under which reservoir operations are scheduled.  When these 
reservoir forcings conditions differ substantially from the unregulated forecast, coordination 
between the NWS and USACE can occur.   
R3.4.Solution-Risk: Moderate 
R3.4.Priority: High 
 
R3.5.Description: The USACE seamlessly and transparently provides the release schedule (e.g. 
valid start and ending time periods) for reservoir releases, or if the release rate will persistent, 
the USACE will indicate that will continue until further notice. When operations or expected 
change this is seamlessly communicated to the partner agencies.  
R3.5.Rationale:  Release schedules are essential for hydrologic and hydraulic modeling below 
USACE operational control structures.  Near-real time communication of planned or unexpected 
changes to the release is essential for common operating picture for water resources as well as 
water resources forecasting. 
R3.5.Solution-Risk: Low 
R3.5.Priority: High 
 
R3.6.Description:  Pumpage and off-reservoir diversion (e.g. municipal and Industrial water 
supply) collected by the USACE is seamlessly and transparently made available to IWRSS data-
users and partners. 
R3.6.Rationale:  Pumpage and off reservoir diversions are essential for water balance 
calculations as part of both the common operating picture for water resources and water 
resource forecasting workflow.  
R3.6.Solution-Risk: Moderate to High 
R3.6.Priority: Moderate (assumes low volume and or semi-steady state value) 
 
R3.7.Description:  IWRSS partner agencies that collect non-USACE water management data 
(reservoir states and release, diversion and consumptive use data) provide these data to the 
IWRSS partner agencies. 
R3.7.Rationale:  IWRSS partner agencies require water management data to facilitate the water 
census and common operating picture for water resources workflows.  
R3.7.Solution-Risk: Low 
R3.7.Priority: Moderate 

 
R3.8.Description:  The USACE makes available any dam safety status or restriction on water 
control structure’s operations to the partner agencies.  
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R3.8.Rationale:  The USACE dam safety program may impose restriction of reservoir pool 
elevation and alternative release. Decision support system operated by IWRSS partner agency 
must accurately account for USACE restriction and operations scheduled to meet these 
restrictions within their simulations.   
R3.8.Solution-Risk: Moderate 
R3.8.Priority: High 
 
R3.9.Description: The USACE Reservoir operations/regulation manuals are made available to the 
cooperating agencies.   
R3.9.Rationale:   The operations/regulation manuals are used by IWRSS partner agencies to 
parameterize hydraulic (e.g. reservoir) and other hydraulic models. Even with the current and 
projected release information provided to IWRSS partners, parameterizing this reservoir models 
is an essential step to providing long-range (e.g. seasonal and annual) water supply predictions 
included in the water resources forecasting workflow. 
R3.9.Solution-Risk: Moderate 
R3.9.Priority: High 
 
R3.10.Description:  The USACE seamlessly and transparently communicates the status of control 
structure to partner agencies (e.g. gate outages, maintenance, spillway work.) 
R3.10.Rationale:  These temporary changes influence the ability of the structure to convey 
water   
R3.10.Solution-Risk: Low for communication, moderate for incorporation into partner’s 
modeling efforts 
R3.10.Priority: Low to Moderate. (Partners can rely on the reported releases and projections.) 
 
R3.11.Description:   The USACE seamlessly and transparently communicates the characteristics 
(e.g. geographic levee centerline, height) and status (e.g. free board, breach) of levee systems to 
the partner agencies.  
R3.11.Rationale:   The structural characteristics of levees are essential for establishing hydraulic 
models within the agencies DSS, as well as accurately establishing ciritical flood stages.  As part 
of the COPWR and Water Resources Forecasting processes, near-real time notification of 
changes in levee systems such as additional freeboard or partial failure is critical for flood 
predictions. 
R3.11.Solution-Risk: Low 
R3.11.Priority: High 

 
R3.12.Description:  River Forecast Centers notify, via a seamless message handling interface or 
situational awareness function of a national center, the tri-agencies of extended operational 
hours.  
R3.12.Rationale:  This is critical information for IWRSS synchronization, and for extending the 
interoperability of each agency to their personnel 
R3.12.Solution-Risk: Low 
R3.12.Priority: High 
 
R3.13.Description:  The USACE notifies, via a seamless message handling interface or national 
center, the tri-agencies when they establish an Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 
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R3.13.Rationale: This is critical information for IWRSS synchronization, and for extending the 
interoperability of each agency to their personnel 
R3.13.Solution-Risk: Low 
R3.13.Priority: High 

4.3.4. Flood Inundation Mapping (FIM) 

The following requirements were identified through the IWRSS FIM scoping process and provided here 
to complement the data-centric requirements put forward to the IDS design team.  These requirements 
ensure consistent FIM services through access and exchange of information used for flood inundation 
mapping.   This section states the data centric functional requirements for FIM by addressing the FIM 
“information exchange” requirements. Solution for IDS must include these data in terms of format, 
transfer, protocol and metadata standards.  The IDS design team is encouraged to review the full FIM 
scoping and Requirements report.  
 
FIM requires access on the same data sets made available through IDS requirements defined in the 
above section for:  

• Hydro-Meteorological Forcing Data and Model States 
o Real-time Data to assist in Decision Support, such as radar, precipitation, satellite 

imagery which are overlayed on top of a Flood Inundation Map 
o Interactions between Continuous Modeling and Hydraulic Modeling for FIM Event-based 

Maps 
o River forecast, including Flood Warning Polygons, to assist FIM to determine spatial and 

temporal resolution for FIM. 
• Streamflow Observational Data and Ratings 

o Ratings used to convert flow to stage at FIM location 
o Ratings, included for the purpose of modeling river elevation intervals at FIM location 
o Stream Gage Datum, to cross reference the stage and elevation of the Water Surface 

Profiles at the Gage 
o Streamflow Observations to inform approximate stream reach map from FIM libraries 
o Flood Categories for the generation of FIM Layers specific to known stakeholder criteria 

used in Decision Making.  
• Water Management 

o Reservoir and Dam Safety Status, which could be overlayed onto Flood Inundation Map 
to provide decision makers an understanding of the flood operations in effect to reduce 
or alleviate flooding 

o Dam Break EAPs from USACE Map Modeling Consequence Group, includes dam breach 
inundation map based on modeled conditions 

• Integration and Interoperability 
o FIM-related data must consider community-adopted model and format standards for 

geospatial data specified by IDs so that a common Geospatial Fabric or enterprise GIS 
can virtually exist amongst the IWRSS stakeholders 

o FIM- related data and map outputs need to be exchanged through a well defined 
intersystem communication, as such IWRSS FIM Requirements have specified the need 
for the IWRSS FIM Information Services Framework (ISF) to catalog available FIM-related 
data for the exchanges. 

Specific data for FIM exchange, which have not been explicitly specified in the IDS requirements but 
should be considered as part of the IDS design, include: 
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• Elevation Datasets 
o Digital Elevation Models 

• Hydrologic and Hydraulic Models  
o Structure 
o Cross Sections 
o Stream Centerline. 
o River Station Miles 
o Water Surface Profiles and Contours 

• Levee Status and Data 
o National Levee Database 

• Flood Data 
o Geospatially referenced Flood Impacts 
o Impacted Roadways and Transportation Network,  

 
The FIM data-centric requirement for IDS include: 

R4.1. Description:  The IWRSS Consortium identifies a common digital elevation model (DEM) 
standard, including current vertical and horizontal datum standards, and metadata standards, 
for use in hydrologic and hydraulic modeling activities.   In particular, the DEM shall be 
conditioned to the bare earth at a sufficient enough resolution for varying mapping needs; the 
needs for FIM have been specified to the USGS 3D Elevation Program2.  All mapping products 
shall use a common vertical datum, which is currently at North American Vertical Datum of 1988 
(NAVD88) and common horizontal datum, currently North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83).  
R4.1. Rationale: DEMs used in various activities across the IWRSS consortium either be 
synchronized between multiple DSS where common services are provided, or conform to IWRSS 
standards so that coupled services can be built around a common understanding of the terrain 
spatial representation.  
R4.1. Solution-Risk:  Moderate/High 
R4.1. Priority:  High 
 
R4.2. Description:  Upon completion (final calibration or publication), IWRSS Consortium 
members should make available the Hydrologic and Hydraulic Models including the 
representation of structures, cross-sectional information, stream centerline, stream 
characteristics, and river station miles).  The models should include pertinent assumptions made 
in its development and its validity of its data collection, in terms of timeliness and accuracy.  The 
models should also show the upstream and downstream boundaries. 
R4.2. Rationale:  The sharing of hydrologic and hydraulic models would help offset the cost and 
time to develop stakeholder-required flood inundation maps.  The cost and time are main 
drivers on why there are limited actionable flood inundation maps.   In addition, the modeling 
parameters would include key data, such as the channel conveyance (structures, cross-section, 
bed-slope characteristics, stream centerline) and flood flows, which are main considerations for 
determining the water surface profiles.  The boundary conditions are critical to show the extent 
of the models, so that the proper scaling can be determined for FIM.  Most importantly, a 
consistent centerline will allow FIM mapping development to align with the existing hydrologic 
and hydraulic models being shared by IDs.  The sharing of common river station mile references 

                                                        
2 http://nationalmap.gov/3DEP/ 

http://nationalmap.gov/3DEP/
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will allow agencies to quickly identify particular river locations in the model, on the map, or on-
sight flood coordination.  
R4.2. Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R4.2. Priority:  High 
 
R4.3. Description:  USACE provides full access to NLD to the IWRSS Consortium, which would 
include the current Levee status and pertinent data. 
R4.3. Rationale:  Proper modeling of the levee and its current status would better inform the 
proper routing of flood flows through a leveed section of the floodway.  Considerations for 
when the levee is being operated or when flows are being distributed to alternative floodways 
would allow downstream communities to better realize their appropriate flood risk in terms of 
what flows are being regulated downstream. 
R4.3. Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R4.3. Priority:  High 
 
R4.4. Description:  NWS seamlessly and transparently provides flood data to inform and 
enhance decision support including the following new fields of geo-referenced data: a) 
latitude/longitude of center of bridge, levee center-point, address of building, or other critical 
infrastructure and associated flood impact, b) critical stage and elevation; c) associated 
USGS/other gage; and d) associated Flood Impact statement describing the warning and 
response.   
R4.4. Rationale:  Geocoded information allow for enhanced coordination so that areas, services, 
and infrastructure impacted can be quickly identified and the source notified for improved flood 
fighting, mitigation, preparation, and resiliency.  In addition geocoding by street address, 
latitude/longitude and U.S. National Grid (USNG) coordinate will allow users of FIM to locate 
particular features of the map and its associated flood risks.  Point-of -contact information with 
name, email, and phone will allow agencies to rapidly coordinated during, before, and after a 
flood.  
R4.4. Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R4.4. Priority:  Moderate 
 
R4.5. Description:  In accordance to IWRSS FIM Services standards and guidelines, the member 
agencies provide a base set of map layers with a common layer symbology to IDs for exchange 
with the member agencies.  These map layers inform the spatial extent of flooding and make 
available flood depths, where appropriate.  All spatial data will have Federal Geographic Data 
Committee (FGDC) compliant metadata. Any data restrictions, use, or disclaimers shall also 
accompany the maps. 
R4.5. Rationale:  Shared FIM Maps could be routinely shared and exchanged, for immediate use 
in flood fighting, mitigation, response, and recovery.  Sharing this information ensures 
consistency within application supporting a first-cut of a common operating picture for flood 
inundation mapping. Although the IWRSS agencies will negotiate the widest use and lesser 
restrictions, map features may have encumbrances added for restricting it to conditionally uses, 
such as critically sensitive information For Official Use Only (FOUO), by partnered stakeholders. 
R4.5. Solution-Risk:  Low 
R4.5. Priority:  High 
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4.3.5. Integration and Interoperability  

The following requirements were identified through the scoping process. These requirements transcend 
the individual data categories, and are expected to facilitate better system interoperability through 
improved synchronization of data critical to multiple systems and improved intersystem communication 
of process and event information.  

R5.1.Description:   IWRSS consortium IDS design requires community-adopted data model and 
format standards for time-series, geospatial (point, vector, and raster), flow and channel cross-
section data. Adopted meta-data standards must be able to completely describe the enclosed 
data. 
R5.1.Rationale:   Standard data formats facilitate improved information exchange between 
IWRSS consortium members’ decision support systems, partners, and external stakeholders by 
minimizing the number of different formats. This allows for easier and faster adoption of new 
data sets and information made available within the IWRSS consortium or from external sources. 
R5.1.Solution-Risk:  Moderate (existing systems will need to be modified) 
R5.1.Priority:  High 
 
R5.2.Description:   IWRSS consortium IDS design requires a common Geospatial Fabric, or 
enterprise geographic information services in order to accurately characterize the location of 
observations, water budget variable estimates, and model states across IWRSS consortium 
member’s systems.  
R5.2.Rationale: Due to the distributed nature of IWRSS partner’s decision support systems, 
adopting a common registry of data location and extent improves data and process state 
synchronization. The concept of a Geofabric3 was developed by the Australian Bureau of 
Meteorology and “is a specialized Geographic Information System (GIS)” that registers the 
spatial relationships between important hydrological features such as rivers, water bodies, 
aquifers, and monitoring points.” 
R5.2.Solution-Risk: High 
R5.2.Priority: High 
 
R5.3.Description: Information exchange between systems is accomplished through a well-
defined intersystem communication protocol that either leverages an existing technology 
standard or is cooperatively developed by IWRSS constituents. The intersystem communication 
protocol must be efficient, secure, and controlled. 
R5.3.Rationale:  The real-time nature of several IWRSS systems and processes requires rapid, 
reliable information exchange between systems and processes to produce timely forecasts that 
enhance important decision-making in water resources management. This is particularly 
important where a process on one system has a dependency on a process from another system 
that can be addressed by better exchange of process event or state information. 
R5.3.Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R5.3.Priority:  Moderate 
 
R5.4.Description:  IWRSS consortium IDS design requires that data quality and application of 
data be documented via community adopted metadata standards.  

                                                        
3 http://www.bom.gov.au/water/geofabric/ 
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R5.4.Rationale:   This ensures that the users of the data can independently understand and 
evaluate the quality of the data on their agency specific workflow. 
R5.4.Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R5.4.Priority:  High 
 
R5.5.Description:   IWRSS consortium IDS design requires that authoritative data sources must 
be identified (i.e. Multiple sources of similar data cannot be permitted to exist in agency 
workflows.)  
R5.5.Rationale:   While multiple sources of similar data exist within the agency’s internal 
workflow, this produces significant challenges for interagency synchronization of data. (An 
example is overlapping QPE data from adjacent RFCs.  Without declaring authority, a user may 
replace an RFC’s quality controlled data with the adjacent RFC’s analysis that is not quality 
controlled to the same level.) 
R5.5.Solution-Risk:  High 
R5.5.Priority:  Moderate (can be met through robust metadata standards and best practices.) 

 
R5.6.Description:  IWRSS consortium IDS design requires that, in the case that authoritative data 
changes after initial creation, the canonical source of the data is updated seamlessly or some 
form of formal notification is provided to interested users. 
R5.6.Rationale:   This is core to data synchronization among systems and ensures that users of 
the data are appropriately notified of changes and provided with the most up-to-date 
information. Specific requirements are identified in the above sections related to expanded shift 
adjusted rating tables and water management data.  
R5.6.Solution-Risk:  Low 
R5.6.Priority:  High  
 
R5.7.Description:   IWRSS consortium IDS solution establishes an automated mechanism by 
which data-users can communicate concerns about data quality to the data provider.  
R5.7.Rationale:   Allowing users to apply a quality flag on data providers systems removes the 
dependency for manual interaction when receiving and responding to users’ concerns. 
Moreover, this facilitates synchronicity among forecasters, measurement-takers, and operators. 
This approach is a requirement for streamflow information, which could serve as a 
demonstration for other data sets.  The team recommends this first be tested with the 
streamflow information which is paramount to water resources data synchronization. 
R5.7.Solution-Risk:  Moderate 
R5.7.Priority:  High. 
 
R5.8.Description: IWRSS consortium IDS design requires robustly data availability and 
accessibility in ways that acknowledge the existing IWRSS consortium user and application 
requirements, and are extensible enough to accommodate future IWRSS requirements and new 
technologies. 
R5.8.Rationale: Providing the greatest data availability and accessibility promotes widespread 
usage of best-available data within the IWRSS consortium by helping to avoid expensive 
integration processes and/or application solutions that are less than enterprise-quality. While, 
ideally, making data available in ways that provide the absolute, most-efficient accessibility to 
most IWRSS members now, solution extensibility must be considered to prevent extensive 
overhaul of existing and future applications. 
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R5.8.Solution-Risk: Moderate 
R5.8.Priority: Moderate 
 

5. Additional Considerations  

During the course of scoping the functional requirements for IDS, a number of non-functional 
requirements were identified that are essential to successful design and implementation of IDS solutions. 
These ideas are included here as concepts for the design team to consider in their activities and have 
not been described to the same level of detail as the functional requirements.  

5.1. Security Considerations 

While the IDS solution must conform to the individual IT security and information standards of the 
individual IWRSS Consortium member agencies, there are additional security related constraints placed 
on the IDS solutions.  The design team is encouraged to include individuals from the respective agency 
information system security groups.   Specifically, the design team must evaluate the proposed design 
against the following: 

● Direct access to IWRSS consortium members systems (databases, file systems, etc.) versus the 
use of data sharing portals such as Local Data Manager (LDM) Servers. 

● Separate IWRSS only network connectivity 
● Access across agency firewalls and other IT security systems 

5.2. Cultural Considerations 

The team recognizes that there are institutional-cultural hindrances, and at worst case hurdles, to the 
adoption of the IDS requirements outlined in section 4.  Therefore it will be necessary to objectively 
characterize the improvement in IWRSS consortium services provided with the IDS solutions. With this 
underlying goal for objective characterization of improvement over current data synchronicity level, the 
team identifies the following considerations: 

● Current business practices with regards to exchange and application of integral sets differ from 
office to office, in many cases, across the IWRSS agencies.  Workflows are largely influenced by 
past experience and seeing significant change will require strong leadership, recognition of value 
and time. 

● Data Synchronization and System Interoperability solutions must engender forecaster/operator 
buy-in of the underlying information presented within the Decision Support System.  This may 
be accomplished either by preserving the data provenance through processes, or by providing 
evaluation information on the data/information’s performance.  Failing to meet this 
requirement results in less agency integration. 

● Systems work together where interdependencies exist to accomplish complementary mission 
objectives (e.g. forecasters at an RFC can provide real time feedback to the rating developer at 
he USGS when they suspect rating is off based on comparison of data readily available within 
the NWS DSS.)  

5.3. Legal Considerations 

The design team recognizes that Interoperability and Data Synchronization is constrained by the 
authorizing legislation of each agency. Some data included in the NOAA/NWS internal systems (AWIPS 
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and CHPS) are proprietary in nature.  Should these particular data be required by IWRSS consortium 
members, appropriate legal mechanisms must be implemented in order to comply with any existing 
Memorandum of Understandings, Agreements or Service Level Agreement. 
Many of the USACE assets are authorized by specific acts that limit projects to particular operating 
conditions.  While it is unlikely, there exists the potential for objective information developed through 
IDS solutions to stretch the operations of these projects outside of their legal mandate.  It is the 
responsibility of the IWRSS partner agencies to understand these authorizations and include appropriate 
notices to the users as necessary to communicate the legal constraints on operations.  

6. Risk and Recommendations  
While the functional requirements are defined in section 4, additional information is provided to the 
design team. These include the identification of open issues not yet addressed by the aforementioned 
requirements; off-the-shelf solutions identified through the scoping process; a limited discussion of risk 
associated with the design and implementation of IDS requirements; and a set of recommendations for 
the IDS design team to consider during the refinement of these data synchronization and 
interoperability requirements. 

6.1. Open Issues 

As discussed above, the IDS requirements put forward in this report do not included those associated 
with the anticipated National Water Modeling System.  Nor, do these requirements explicitly address 
data requirements yet to be determined for the National Water Census.  

6.2. Off-the-Shelf Solutions 

During the course of the scoping and requirements definition, the team recognized a number of suitable 
candidates that meet the requirement for community-adopted standards as part of the design phase.  
This includes the following communities of practice and their associated data models: 

● Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards program, interoperability program, and data 
models, including WaterML2.0, WaterML2.0-part2, Sensor Observation Service and OGC Web 
Service (OWS).  Note that both the USGS and NOAA are principle and strategic members of OGC.  

● Unidata Conventions and Protocols, including netCDF-4.0, LDM, and THREDDS 
● OPeNDAP 

These off-the-shelf solutions should be further reviewed by the design team, particularly in terms of 
existing adapters, for their ability to meet the functional requirements identified in section 4.  

6.3. Risk 

The ability to meet IDS requirements is dependent upon appropriate level of resources for follow-on 
design and development activities. This includes the acquisition of to-be-designed hardware and 
software solutions (to the extent that software is not developed within the IWRSS consortium).  Since 
some level of system development and implementation will be necessary to create these information 
exchanges, the long term operation and maintenance budget should be identified and provided to the 
team developing IDS designs. Absence of a clear budget for operating IDS solutions is a large risk for the 
overall ability to meet the defined requirements. 

In addition, the greatest risk for enhanced IDS capabilities within IWRSS stems from the requirement 
that IDS solutions are phased into existing workflows and concepts of operations. This will require 
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change in existing business models that in turn will necessitate that the IWRSS consortium leadership 
commit to facilitating changes and adoption of IDS strategies within their respective agencies.  

6.4. Stopgap Data Synchronization activities ahead of IDS Design Phase 
During the course of IDS requirements definition, the team identified a few points of intersection where 
simple measures could easily and rapidly mitigate some of the data synchronization gaps between 
systems and processes. These mitigation measures would form a small set of stopgap IDS solutions while 
the long-term enterprise IDS solution is being developed. The following measures require minimal effort 
relative to the enterprise IDS solution and should provide enough return to strongly consider immediate 
implementation. 

1. Increasing the frequency of water science center updates (or pushes) to the USGS rating depot 
from daily to 15-min intervals. This update must also include the corrections that are embedded 
in the rating table, or rdb file. This will allow the synchronization that takes place on the NWS 
HADS system and the USACE DRGC decoding platforms an increased opportunity to update 
critical elements of the data flow. 

2. Provide DECODES.XML manual and work to facilitate understanding on HADS side and at USACE 
DRGS locations. 

3. Emergency Data Distribution Network (EDDN), Active/Current decodes configuration will be 
placed on NWIS by the Water Science Centers and made available to HADS. This does not 
include the primary and backup notification in the to-be-designed requirements. 

These recommendations are included at the request of the IWRSS governance board as means of 
documenting work scoped under the auspices of system interoperability and data synchronization.  It is 
expected that as these recommendations are completed, the governance board will be apprised of team 
member and system engineer activities through coordination with the agency Points of Contact for IDS. 

6.5. Final Recommendations 

The team offers the following recommendations to the design team as well as the broader IWRSS 
community. 

1. The design team is encouraged to focus on a subset of the requirements to better understand 
the impact IDS capabilities may have on current workflows and operational responsibilities. 
Given the critical nature of streamflow observations, requirements defined in section 4.3.2 may 
be initial candidates for design. 

2. Adopt an incremental or spiral process for continued definition of requirements and 
design/development activities to meet the requirements.   

3. Demonstrate IDS solutions and objectively evaluate the impact of these capabilities against 
current concept of operation. For example, demonstrate the improvement in stream flow 
synchronicity between AHPS and NWIS between the IDS solution and NWS legacy rating curve 
acquisition and applications methods. 

4. As part of a limited regional demonstration, engage in the OGC Interoperability Experiment for 
Rating, Gaugings and Sectionings (WaterML2.0 part 2).  Suggestions for the agencies are 
included in Appendix D.  This activity would inform the exploration of both migrating to new 
formats as well as the ability to work with the OGC development community. 

7. Summary 
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The need for interoperability and data synchronization capabilities is foundational to the codification 
and advancement of IWRSS.  Through the evaluation of existing workflows requiring interagency 
coordination, the team identified requirements for new or enhanced interoperability and data 
synchronization capabilities.  These requirements were not constrained by current practices, but rather 
described how information should be made available and applied across agency systems and platforms.   

Requirements were grouped by information type including those related to hydro-meteorological 
forcing and modeling, streamflow observations, water management observations, and Flood Inundation 
Mapping.  Section 4.3.5 includes requirements specifically targeted at ensuring these data centric 
requirements are developed with interoperable solutions. These requirements not only apply to the 
specific data-centric functional requirements in section 4.3.1 through 4.3.4, but also are the foundation 
for future IWRSS system interoperability and data synchronization tasks.  Limited cultural, security and 
legal concerns are outlined.  Finally, the team offers recommendations on specific technologies 
encountered during the scoping phase as well as a concept of operations for the design team.  

  



 

 
 

Appendices – Supporting Documentation 

A. Tables 
Table 1: USACE Reservoir Base Data 

Scenario Element Description 

ALL 

DS_CONSTRAINT Constraint on reservoir discharge due to characteristics or 
requirements of downstream locations 

RESV_CONSTRAINT Constraint on reservoir discharge due to characteristics of the 
reservoir or requirements pertaining to its utilization 

DS_LOCAL_STAGE_1R Stream stage of downstream location received from telemetry 
DS_LOCAL_STAGE_2 Stream stage of downstream location retrieved from USGS NWIS 
CHANNEL_STAGE_DISCH_RATING_1 Stage to discharge rating retrieved from USGS Rating Depot 
RESV_ELEV_R Elevation of reservoir pool received from telemetry 
RESV_ELEV_STOR_RATING Reservoir pool elevation to storage capacity rating computed by 

USACE 
RESV_ELEV_AREA_RATING Reservoir pool elevation to surface area rating computed by 

USACE 
RESV_UNC_ELEV_DISCH_RATING Reservoir pool elevation to uncontrolled spillway discharge 

computed by USACE 
RESV_POWER_DISCH Reservoir discharge through power generation turbines retrieved 

from powerhouse or power marketing agency 
CHANNEL_STAGE_DISCH_MEAS_1 Measurement of stream stage and discharge performed by USGS 
CHANNEL_STAGE_DISCH_MEAS_2 Measurement of stream stage and discharge performed by USACE 
DS_LOCAL_DISCH_2 Stream discharge of downstream location retrieved from USGS 

NWIS 
CHANNEL_STAGE_CORR_RATING Telemetered stage to stage correction rating retrieved from USGS 

rating depot 
FCST_RESV_POWER_DISCH Anticipated future reservoir discharges through power generation 

turbines retrieved from power marketing agency 
RESV_GATE_RATING Reservoir pool elevation and gate opening to gate discharge rating 

computed by USACE – may also include number of gates and/or 
tailwater elevation as inputs 

FORECAST 

MODEL_PARAMETERS Items that represent physical characteristics or processes in 
models of hydroloy, reservoir operation, river hydraulics or 
socioeconomic impact 

FCST_DS_LOCAL_STAGE_2 Anticipated future stream stages of downstream location received 
from NOAA/NWS 

POINT_PRECIP_1 Observed precipitation at specific locations received from 
telemetry 

POINT_PRECIP_2 Observed precipitation at specific locations retrieved from USGS 
NWIS 

AREAL_PRECIP Estimated precipitation over areas received from NOAA/NWS 
FCST_AREAL_PRECIP Anticipated precipitation over areas received from NOAA/NWS 
TERRAIN Static physical characteristics of water catchment areas including, 

but not limited to, geospatial and elevation information 

 
 
Table 2: USACE Reservoir Operations Published Data 

ID SCENARIO  ELEMENT_ID SOURCE 
ID 

SOURCE 
METHOD ID 

TYPE ID PUBLISH 
METHOD 
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37 ALL RESV_INFLOW USACE COMPUTED TIME_SERIES WEB 
34 ALL RESV_TOTAL_DISCH USACE COMPUTED TIME_SERIES WEB 
36 ALL RESV_GATE_SETTING USACE MANUAL TIME_SERIES WEB 
27 ALL RESV_STOR PROCESS RATED TIME_SERIES WEB 
26 ALL RESV_ELEV_S PROCESS SCREENED TIME_SERIES WEB 
42 DAILY_OPS FCST_RESV_TOTAL_DISC

H 
USACE MANUAL TIME_SERIES NETWORK 

65 FORECAST FCST_CONT_DISCH USACE COMPUTED TIME_SERIES NETWORK 
66 FORECAST FCST_GATE_DISCH USACE MANUAL TIME_SERIES NETWORK 
61 FORECAST FCST_RESV_STOR PROCESS MODELED TIME_SERIES NETWORK 
60 FORECAST FCST_RESV_TOTAL_DISC

H 
PROCESS MODELED TIME_SERIES NETWORK 

67 FORECAST FCST_GATE_SETTING PROCESS RATED TIME_SERIES NETWORK 

63 FORECAST FCST_RESV_AREA PROCESS RATED TIME_SERIES NETWORK 
62 FORECAST FCST_RESV_ELEV PROCESS RATED TIME_SERIES NETWORK 
64 FORECAST FCST_UNC_DISCH PROCESS RATED TIME_SERIES NETWORK 
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Table 3: Scoping Data Matrix 
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B. Requirement Tables 
 
Table 1: Hydro-Meteorological Forcing Data Requirements 

Req. 
Number 

Requirement Description Solution-
Risk 

Priority 

R1.1 
Data from station observations (including temperature, dew-point, precipitation, wind speed and 
direction, snow depth, and radiative fluxes) used independently or to establish essential gridded 
meteorological forcings data characterized is available to IWRSS stakeholders. 

Low Mod 

R1.2 
Constituent estimated data (radar, and satellite estimates) used to establish essential gridded 
meteorological forcings data characterized is available to IWRSS stakeholders upon development at NOAA 
National or Regional Centers. 

Mod Mod 

R1.3 The agencies define a methodology and initial version of a long-term analysis of record for hydro-
meteorological forcing data. 

 Mod High 

R1.4 
Essential gridded forcing data developed in real-time by NOAA National or Regional Centers  (RFCs) (e.g. 
QPE, QTE QPF, QTF) are seamlessly and transparently made available to IWRSS stakeholders upon 
completion. 

Low High 

R1.5 
Through interaction with the NCEP Weather Prediction Centers (WPC and EMC) IWRSS partner agencies 
are provided with high-resolution numerical weather prediction (NWP) model guidance. This includes the 
Rapid Refresh (RAP) and High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR), and well as other NWP outputs. 

Low Mod 

R1.6 
Where available, NWS provides normalized carry-over states from hydrologic models (including variable 
mapping between conceptual and physically based hydrologic models) to IWRSS partners for initialization 
of hydrologic models within partner’s decision support systems. 

High Low 

R1.7 IWRSS partners, in particular the USACE, whose decision support systems include complex water 
management structure hydraulic models, provide model state information to IWRSS partner 

High Mod 

R1.8 IWRSS partners who develop streamflow forecasts for discretized points, make these deterministic or 
probabilistic time-series available to IWRSS partners DSS. 

Low High 
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Table 2: Streamflow Observation Data and Rating Requirements 

Req. 
Number 

Requirement Description Solution-
Risk 

Priority 

R2.1 The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make best-estimate stream stage and flow data available to 
end-users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner. 

Low High 

R2.2 
The IWRSS partners, for purposes of public dissemination will acquire observed streamflow data and 
associated metadata/flags/maskings messages from NWIS and apply these in their respective 
dissemination programs. 

High High 

R2.3 The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make datum and/or initial offset corrections to raw stage 
observations available to end-users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner. 

Mod High 

R2.4 The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make expanded shift-adjusted rating tables available to end-
users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner. 

Low High 

R2.5 
The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make base rating tables plus any logarithmic interpolation 
offsets, stage shifts, and data rounding specifications available to end-users of stream-stage observations 
in a timely manner. 

Mod High 

R2.6 
The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make metadata pertaining to the onsite streamflow 
measurements used to develop the base rating tables (measured stage/discharge control points) available 
to the end users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner. 

High High 

R2.7 The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make multivariable rating tables available to the end-users 
of stream-stage observations in a timely manner. 

Mod Mod 

R2.8 

IWRSS constituents must develop an interagency approach to the extension of expanded-shift adjusted 
rating tables above or below current stage intervals.  This policy and practice is not prescribed as simple 
arithmetic extensions and may include coordination of additional gaging measurements based on 
forecasted water levels, or new or existing hydraulic models. 

High High 

R2.9 The data provider (gage owner/operator) will make erroneous data-period information available to end-
users of stream-stage observations in a timely manner.    

Mod High 

R2.10 
The data provider (gage owner/operator) will seamlessly and automatically make the status of the primary 
versus secondary sensor for height, river stage (HG) value used on the Data Collection platform (DCP) 
available to the end-user so that this information can be incorporated into their decision support system. 

Mod High 

R2.11 
The IWRSS consortium end-user can submit formal electronic notification of suspicious gage observation, 
status, or rating to the gage owner or operator triggering system action by the USGS NWIS, or Water 
Science center.    

Mod High 
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R2.12 Gage telemetry decoding specifications are published by the owner/operator and made available to 
partner agencies for application in their decision support systems.  

Low High 

R2.13 
Gage metadata including location, equipment specification, and DCP ID consistent with data description 
detailed in table X will be made available by the data provider (gage owner operator) to the end users of 
stream-stage observations in a timely manner. 

Mod High 

R2.14 
Flood stage (elevation), flood impacts (i.e. geo-referenced locations of threat to life and property), and 
supporting metadata for locations where flood categories exist are seamlessly and transparently provided 
by the NWS to the partners in a timely manner. 

Low Mod 

 
 
 
Table 3: Water Management Requirements 

Req. 
Number 

Requirement Description Solution-
Risk 

Priority 

R3.1 The USACE seamlessly and transparently makes available the static reservoir design characteristic data as 
described in Table 1 to the partnering agencies for incorporation in their DSS. 

Mod High 

R3.2 The USACE seamlessly and transparently make available essential reservoir content data described in 
Table 2 to IWRSS data-users and partners for use in their DSS. 

Low High 

R3.3 
The USACE seamlessly and transparently makes available current reservoir water releases data described 
in Table 3.3.  Steady State releases are communicated daily. Scheduled or ad hoc changes in release are 
seamlessly communicated with very-low latency (i.e. near real time) notification. 

Mod High 

R3.4 The USACE makes available the data, per Table 1 that describes the conditions under which current and 
future reservoir releases have been scheduled. 

Mod High 

R3.5 

The USACE seamlessly and transparently provides the release schedule (e.g. valid start and ending time 
periods) for reservoir releases, or if the release rate will persistent, the USACE will indicate that will 
continue until further notice. When operations or expected change this is seamlessly communicated to 
the partner agencies. 

Low High 

R3.6 Pumpage and off-reservoir diversion (e.g. municipal and Industrial water supply) collected by the USACE  is 
seamlessly and transparently made available to IWRSS data-users and partners. 

Mod High 

R3.7 IWRSS partner agencies that collect non-USACE water management data (reservoir states and release, 
diversion and consumptive use data) provide these data to the IWRSS partner agencies. 

Mod High 

R3.8 The USACE makes available any dam safety status or restriction on water control structure’s operations to 
the partner agencies. 

Mod High 
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R3.9 The USACE Reservoir operations/regulation manuals are made available to the cooperating agencies.   Mod High 

R3.10 The USACE seamlessly and transparently communicates the status of control structure to partner agencies 
(e.g. gate outages, maintenance, spillway work.) 

Low Low 

R3.11 The USACE seamlessly and transparently communicates the characteristics (e.g. geographic levee 
centerline, height) and status (e.g. free board, breach) of levee systems to the partner agencies. 

Low High 

R3.12 River Forecast Centers notify, via a seamless message handling interface or situational awareness function 
of a national center, the tri-agencies of extended operational hours. 

Low High 

R3.13 The USACE notifies, via a seamless message handling interface or national center, the tri-agencies when 
they establish an Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 

Low High 

 
Table 4: Flood Inundation Mapping (FIM) Requirements 

Req. 
Number 

Requirement Description Solution-
Risk 

Priority 

 R4.1 

 The IWRSS Consortium identifies a common digital elevation model (DEM) standard, including current 
vertical and horizontal datum standards, and metadata standards, for use in hydrologic and hydraulic 
modeling activities.   In particular, the DEM shall be conditioned to the bare earth at a sufficient enough 
resolution for varying mapping needs; the needs for FIM have been specified to the USGS 3D Elevation 
Program.  All mapping products shall use a common vertical datum, which is currently at North American 
Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) and common horizontal datum, currently North American Datum of 
1983 (NAD83).  

 Mod High 

R4.2 

Upon completion (final calibration or publication), IWRSS Consortium members should make available the 
Hydrologic and Hydraulic Models including the representation of structures, cross-sectional information, 
stream centerline, stream characteristics, and river station miles).  The models should include pertinent 
assumptions made in its development and its validity of its data collection, in terms of timeliness and 
accuracy.  The models should also show the upstream and downstream boundaries. 

Mod High 

R4.3 USACE provides full access to NLD to the IWRSS Consortium, which would include the current Levee status 
and pertinent data. 

Mod High 

R4.4 

NWS seamlessly and transparently provides flood data to inform and enhance decision support including 
the following new fields of geo-referenced data: a) latitude/longitude of center of bridge, levee center-
point, address of building, or other critical infrastructure and associated flood impact, b) critical stage and 
elevation; c) associated USGS/other gage; and d) associated Flood Impact statement describing the 
warning and response.   

Mod Mod 

R4.5 In accordance to IWRSS FIM Services standards and guidelines, the member agencies provide a base set of Low High 
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map layers with a common layer symbology to IDs for exchange with the member agencies.  These map 
layers inform the spatial extent of flooding and make available flood depths, where appropriate.  All 
spatial data will have Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) compliant metadata. Any data 
restrictions, use, or disclaimers shall also accompany the maps. 

 
 
Table 5: Integration and Interoperability Requirements 

Req. 
Number 

Requirement Description Solution-
Risk 

Priority 

 R5.1 
IWRSS consortium IDS design requires community-adopted data model and format standards for time-
series, geospatial (point, vector, and raster), and channel cross-section data. Adopted meta-data 
standards for each standard must be able to completely describe the enclosed data. 

 Mod High 

R5.2 
IWRSS consortium IDS design requires a common Geospatial Fabric, or enterprise geographic information 
services in order to accurately characterize the location of observations, water budget variable estimates, 
and model states across IWRSS consortium member’s systems. 

High High 

R5.3 

Information exchange between systems is accomplished through a well-defined intersystem 
communication protocol that either leverages an existing technology standard or is cooperatively 
developed by IWRSS constituents. The intersystem communication protocol must be efficient, secure, and 
controlled. 

Mod Mod 

R5.4 IWRSS consortium IDS design requires that data quality and application of data be documented via 
community adopted metadata standards. 

Mod High 

R5.5 IWRSS consortium IDS design requires that authoritative data sources must be identified. I.e. Multiple 
sources of similar data cannot be permitted to exist in agency workflows. 

High Mod 

R5.6 
IWRSS consortium IDS design requires that, in the case that authoritative data changes after initial 
creation, the canonical source of the data is updated seamlessly or some form of formal notification is 
provided to interested users. 

Low High 

R5.7 IWRSS consortium IDS solution establishes an automated mechanism by which data-users can 
communicate concerns about data quality to the data provider (gage owner operator). 

Low High 

R5.8 
IWRSS consortium IDS design requires robust data availability and accessibility in ways that acknowledge 
the existing IWRSS consortium user and application requirements, and are extensible enough to 
accommodate future IWRSS requirements and new technologies. 

Mod Mod 
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C. Figures and Schematics 

 
Figure 1: Data Exchange and Workflow in current NWS RFC Forecast Process 
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Figure 2: Existing Streamflow Data acquisition from USGS-DCP to Partner Agencies
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D. Stream Flow Discrepancy Report 
The National Weather Service (NWS) / US Geological Survey (USGS) data-quality comparison tool first 
obtains a "crosswalk" between the NWS forecast-site identifier to USGS site number from the NWS 
Hydrometeorological Automated Data System (HADS) for each of the 50 states.   

1) The tool steps through the list of sites and retrieves the past 9 days of gage-height and discharge 
data for each site from both the NWS Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service web site (AHPS) and 
the USGS National Water Information System web site (NWIS).   

2) The date-time for each record in the resulting USGS dataset is then converted from local time to 
UTC to enable direct comparison with the AHPS data.   

3) Next, the percent difference for each pair of values (AHPS vs. USGS) is calculated by taking the 
absolute difference between the values and then dividing that difference by the NWIS value.   

4) The values of percent difference between pairs of values for each parameter (gage height and 
discharge) are stored in separate lists, sorted, and then the 5th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th, and 
95th percentile values are reported for each gage.   

5) Simultaneously, given that the NWS Hydrologic Service Area (HSA) is responsible for each forecast 
site is included in the HADS provided crosswalk, the percent difference for each pair of values is also 
stored in a HSA-specific list so that overall percent difference can be displayed for all sites 
maintained by each HSA.  The graphs in figures 3, 4 and 5 below shows the results of a comparison 
run on May 17, 2013. 

In figure 3 with the vertical 25%/median/75% bars address the statistical magnitude of differences in 
discharge between AHPS and NWIS.  The second and third graphs address the (relative) number of sites with 
difference in stage (gage height).  This indicates that it is not just a matter of an old/incorrect rating table 
but that there is additional lack of synchronization with the stage data acquisition as well.  Part of the 
difference may be due to a datum/initial draw down correction that has not been applied to the raw data. 
Finally the third graph breaks out sites with differences where there is a USGS corrections file (blue) and 
those sites with gage-height differences where there is not a USGS corrections file (red). 

This application was developed to simple explore the current state of jointly published streamflow 
information originating from USGS site, but transmitted through multiple pathways.  Additionally, it can also 
be used to track the progress of IDS solutions as they are integrated into the operations of each agency.  
Over time, as seamless exchange of information facilitates more rapid application on NWS system, these 
differences should be reduced. 
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Figure 3: NWIS-AHPS Discrepancy Report – Discharge Comparison 
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Figure 4: NWIS_AHAPS Discrepancy Report - Stage Comparison  

 

 
Figure 5: NWIS- AHPAS Discrepancy Report - Stage Comparison All Sites



 

 

E. Open Geospatial Consortium -- Interoperability Experiment 
The ongoing WaterML2 standards development under the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) / World 
Meteorological Organization Hydrology Domain Working Group will be undertaking an interoperability 
experiment (IE) to conclude in summer 2014. The current WaterML2 Part 2: Ratings, Gagings, and Cross 
Sections is to be evaluated through this IE. An IE is an OGC-sanctioned experimental implementation of 
OGC to the introduced OGC standards. The purpose of an interoperability experiment is to vet pending 
design work through prototype and test implementation of both server and client side applications. An 
important characteristic of an IE is that all involvement is through in-kind contribution from participating 
agencies. The outcome of an IE is typically an engineering report in a standard OGC format describing 
successes and complications encountered through the course of the IE. This low-cost evaluation using 
real world systems and use cases is a critical step of producing a standard that adequately satisfies 
needs of those who will rely on it for interoperability. 

IWRSS IDS offers prime examples of the need for an interoperable information model for encoding 
ratings, gagings, and cross sections information that the prospective IE will consider. This IE offers an 
opportunity to apply USGS-NWS-USACE requirements to this in-progress international standard ensuring 
it will match existing agency and future IWRSS requirements. It is important to note that development 
undertaken, as part of an IE should be considered evaluative and concept proving. Involvement could be 
limited to specification of a prospective implementation to include analysis of the proposed standard 
information model. A proposed IWRSS agency involvement plan follows. 

The U.S. Geological Survey Ratings Depot represents a current outlet for the ratings information 
encompassed by WaterML2 Part 2. As such, a prototype web interface could be developed adopting the 
XML-Schema proposed for WaterML2 Part 2. Additionally, the web-service API could be implemented 
and evaluated against IWRSS requirements. 

A NWS RFC could specify and prototype a Community Hydrologic Prediction System (CHPS) PI-XML client 
application within the existing river forecasting workflow to consume ratings information from the USGS 
and potentially other data-providers. Documenting the design and working through a prototyping 
exercise to pull rating and potentially recent gaging information with an eye on suitability of the 
proposed standard would be of value to the IWRSS initiative as well as the IE. 
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